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1. Introduction. Let G denote a locally compact Hausdorff topo-

logical space. 03 is the class of Borel sets of G, i.e., the <r-ring generated

by the class C of compact subsets of G. Let 3) be the class of sets whose

intersection with every compact set is a Borel set. Note that 35 is a

(r-field containing the open sets of G. Given a measure p. (a non-nega-

tive countably additive set function not identically equal to zero) on

05[S3], denote by (BM[s^] the class of sets which either belong to

(B[î>] or which differ from a member of 03 [©] by a subset of a set of

/¿-measure zero.

A measure u defined on 03[3)] is said to be regular if (i) u(C) < °o for

every CG 6 and (ii) for every 5G03[©], u(B) = sup {/t(C):CGe, CQB}.

Given a regular measure p on 03 extend it to 5) by defining p,(D)

= sup{u(D(~\C): C compact} for all PG3X Observe that p so ex-

tended to 3) is regular. Below we shall assume that either /* on 3D is

given or that ¡x on 03 is extended to 3D as above.

The object of this paper is to prove the following

Theorem. To every regular measure ju on 3) there corresponds a unique

closed set Aß, the carrier of n, with p.(G'^Al/) =0 and p.(U)>0for every

non-null relatively open subset U of A^.

This theorem when G is compact is due to Wendel [l]. His proof

is direct using heavily compactness of G.

2. Proof of Theorem. As p. ̂ 0 and as p. is regular we can find a

compact set C with p,(C) > 0. As the space is locally compact and as C

is a compact subset we can, by considering the covering of C by

compact neighbourhoods of the points of C, find an open set A~3_C

with A compact. It is clear that u(A)>§ since A^_C. A slight modi-

fication of the proof of [l, Lemma 3] then yields a compact set

AiQA such that every non-null relatively open subset of ^4i has posi-

tive /¿-measure and /¿(Z~4i) =0. Write B=A(~\A\. As ylG03 and

¿iG03 it follows that PG®. Also p(A~B)=0 and every non-null

relatively open subset of B has positive /¿-measure.
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Consider now the collection of all open subsets A which admit of a

subset 73G3}„ whose non-null relatively open subsets have positive

measure and niA~B) =0. Let S denote the family of all such pairs

iA, B). In view of earlier remarks this class is nonempty. Partially

order this class by: iAi, Bi)SiA2, B2) if and only if AiQA2 and

Bi = Air\B2.
We will show that every chain in 8 has an upper bound. It would

then follow that 8 has a maximal element.

Let [iAa, B«), «GSJ be a chain from 8. Write A=\Jaez Aa;

B = i)«es B«. A is thus an open set and hence belongs to 23. We will

show that BE%>n and that non-null relatively open subsets of B have

positive measure.

Let p.*, p* be respectively the outer and inner measures induced by

p. and let K be any compact subset. Suppose that CÇ.AC\K, C a

compact subset. Hence CQA and \Aa, a£2} is an open covering

for the compact set C. Therefore there exists a finite subcovering

from this. As the A «'s are linearly ordered, it follows that CQAe for

some 0GS. Now, /i(Q=Ju(Cni,)=/i(Cn5() since ßiAe~Be)=0.
Write Ci= CC\B9. Hence & is a Borel set, p(C) = p(Ci) and CiQBi~\K.

Regularity of p. now gives p.*iBr\K)^uiAr\K). That n*iBC\K)

<¡HÍAr\K) follows from the fact that Br\K<ZAC\K. Hence

u*íb r\ K) = p*(5 r\ k) = uiA r\ k).

This implies that BC\KE<$>v.. As the compact set K is arbitrary,

BE$>». Also uiB(~\K)=niAr\K). As p is regular, we have piA~B)
= 0.

Let V be any open set with BC\V non-null. Hence there is a Ba,

aG2 such that BaC\V is non-null. Therefore

píb r\v) ^ ßißa n v) > o.

Thus iA, B)E&. That iA«, B«)^iA, B) for all a£2 is evident.

We have therefore proved that every chain from S has an upper

bound. This implies that 8 has a maximal element. Let this be

iM, N).
We claim M = G. For, if not, two cases can arise.

Case (i) piG^M) =0. In this case we see immediately that (G, N)

G 8. Further (M, N) ^(G, N) and the two elements are not the same,

thus contradicting the maximality of (Af, N).

Case in) p(G'~M) >0. By the regularity of p, there exists therefore

a compact set KÇZiG^M) with p(A)>0. As explained at the be-

ginning of the proof, we can find an open set U~Q.K such that U is

compact. From all this we conclude that there exists a point x E iG~M)
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and an open set U such that xG U, U is compact and u(U) >0. We

can then find a Borel set V such that ( U, V) G S. Let Mi = tfU P and

Ni = N\JVi where Fi=(F~M). From the fact that non-null rela-

tively open subsets of N and of V have positive measures we see that

Pi has this property too. Notice also that Mi is open, A1ÇM1 and

/¿(Mi~Ari)=0. Thus (Mi, Ai)GS. Obviously however MCMi and

N=Mr\Ni. So (M, P) = (Mi, Pi) and these two elements of 8 are

not the same. This contradicts the maximality of (M, N). Therefore

G = M, as we claimed.

Let A„ = N. Thenp(G~Aß)=Q.
Every open set having a non-null intersection with N has a non-

null intersection with N. Therefore every non-null relatively open

subset of A^ has positive measure.

To prove the uniqueness of A?, assume, if possible, a second closed

set A 7e-A„ such that pt(G~A) =0 and such that every non-null rela-

tively open subset of A has positive /¿-measure. If AQ^A», then

A^Ay. is a non-null relatively open subset of A. Therefore 0 <u(A ~-4„)

¿ß(G'^A)l) =0, a contradiction. Hence AQA,,. Similarly AßCLA.

Thus A=Af¡ and the proof is complete.
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